Welcome to The Career Network SPYglass. This quarter, we’re particularly excited about the progress of the Career Development Peer Groups and to announce our new Internship Program. We hope that reading about them will get you just as excited and eager to participate. We look forward to meeting you at CNSPY’s annual meet in October!

Our ‘Career in Focus’ section includes FAQs on management consulting, an illuminating interview with Dr. Stephane Budel, founding partner at DeciBio, and a note from our affiliate, the Yale Graduate Student Consulting Club (YGCC).

- Shalini Nag, Vice-President, CNSPY
(Chief Editor, Design & Content Developer, The Career Network Spyglass)

---

CNSPY was established to provide graduate students and postdocs with a platform to explore diverse career options and build an extensive professional network of peers, career mentors, and faculty advisors. Our events allow our members to meet and learn from career mentors while building a community of like-minded peers. We aim to establish new avenues for collaboration, business ventures, and job opportunities while supporting an entrepreneurial environment among science trainees at Yale.

---

### CNSPY in focus

#### Career Development Peer Groups (CDPG)

**CNSPY project leads: Kerry Hollands, Shalini Nag**

The Career Development Peer Groups (CDPG) program is now in full swing! This program, co-organized by CNSPY and Women in Science at Yale, is designed to allow participants to match their skills, interests and values to various career options. We have 64 graduate student and postdoc participants, who have been meeting in groups of 2-3 to reflect on and discuss the results of individual career development exercises. A networking event on June 25th allowed CDPG participants to mingle outside their immediate peer group and acquire a wider perspective on the program. Overall, participants reported that the initial phase of this bipartite program is proving to be very rewarding.

CNSPY is now planning the second phase of the program, where participants will attend focused informational sessions with our Career Mentors to discuss their professional experiences, career paths, and the ways in which trainees can become competitive candidates. Career Mentors, if you or your colleagues would like to take advantage of this great opportunity to meet our members and share your knowledge and experience, we’d love to hear from you! Discussions can be held at a time and place that suits you, and can even be conducted online. If you’d like to participate or have questions, please email us at cnspyglass@gmail.com.

#### CNSPY-YGCC mixer – June 2013

**CNSPY project lead: Yan Gao**

On June 4th, 2013, CNSPY and the Yale Graduate Student Consulting Club (YGCC) co-hosted an evening of mingling and conversation. Over 30 members and leadership from CNSPY and YGCC spent an enjoyable evening building their networks and discussing career options over delicious appetizers and drinks at Kelly’s Gastropub. CNSPY’s quarterly mixers provide opportunities for our members to connect with others who share similar career interests, and establish enduring professional relationships. We will continue to develop the scope of our mixers, and collaborate with our affiliated organizations and career mentors to create many more opportunities. Thanks to Kelly’s for hosting our event!


**CNSPY project lead: Meghan Kerrisk**

On June 28th, 2013, CNSPY organized our second career panel and small group discussion on careers working for the federal government supporting US national defense. We had two distinguished panelists: Dr. Dana Perkins of the United Nations Security Council and Dr. Wendy Hall of the US Department of Homeland Security. We discussed various positions available to science PhDs in the federal government, including research and development,
consulting and advising, and public policy. Dr. Perkins presented a slideshow that included links and contact information helpful for those interested in internships and jobs in the federal government. With her permission, we made this presentation available to all CNSPY members that attended the panel. Following the panel, six CNSPY members participated in a small group discussion during which Drs. Perkins and Hall addressed concerns about sequestration on government jobs and working for the federal government as a non-US citizen. They also provided interesting details about their own jobs and responsibilities. CNSPY received a lot of positive feedback from participants, and the panelists are excited to return next year and collaborate with us on new initiatives!

**CNSPY talk at the Yale MSRN meeting, June 2013**
The Yale Minority Students Research Network (MSRN) is an academic forum for underrepresented minorities in science and is a part of the Yale Combined Program in the Biological and Biomedical Sciences. On June 12th, 2013, CNSPY president, Thihan Padukkavidana, presented CNSPY’s mission and activities at the MSRN meeting. The presentation was followed by an engaging and productive discussion about the current state of graduate education and industry-academic relationships. MSRN is now one of our affiliated organizations and we hope to build a strong collaboration with MSRN for the mutual benefit of our members. We thank Dr. Anton M. Bennett, Director of MSRN, for his enthusiastic support for our organization.

**Under development!**
CNSPY Internship Program

*CNSPY Project lead: Shalini Nag*

CNSPY is currently in the process of developing a sustained and inclusive internship program that will provide numerous opportunities for our graduate student and postdoc members to acquire diverse experiences and new skills. Internships will have varied formats to accommodate the requirements of our partner firms as well as our members’ primary commitments at Yale. Members, if you would like to participate in this program and be listed in a database made available to our career mentors and partnering firms, please email us for the form. Mentors, if you or your firm would like to be part of this initiative and gain access to our database of qualified candidates, please email us.

**Coming up!**
The 2013 CNSPY Annual Meet - A Recruiting & Networking Event

*CNSPY Project lead: Paul Cao  Team: Lu Jin, Yixiao Zou*

Last October, CNSPY held our first annual networking event, giving our members a great opportunity to meet each other and the CNSPY leadership. This October, CNSPY’s annual event will be bigger, better and even more fun! Everyone is welcome. Look out for the announcements!

**Welcome aboard!**
This quarter, we are fortunate to have some exceptional people join CNSPY as career mentors. We bid welcome to:

Dr. Keith Tanis, Principal Scientist, Genomics and Bioinformatics Lead for Neuroscience, Preclinical Safety and Bioprocess at Merck Research Laboratories.

Dr. Wendy Hall, Special Senior Advisor for Countering Biological Threats, Department of Homeland Security

Dr. Bill Bradley, Scientist, Constellation Pharmaceuticals Cambridge, MA

Dr. Usha Pillai, Founder & President, Aria Management Consulting, LLC

Dr. Andrew Lucy, Chief Relationship Officer, Association of International Education Consultants

Dr. Brian Couch, Professor of Biology, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Dr. Mark Murcko, Principal/Founder of Disruptive Biomedical; Sr. Vice President of Strategy at Schrödinger; Visiting Professor of the Practice at MIT and Northeastern; Board of Directors at Vivana and Qvium; Scientific Advisory Board member at Syros Pharmaceuticals, Nimbus Discovery, Astex Pharmaceuticals, and Ensemble Discovery.

**Get involved! Join the CNSPY Leadership Team!**
CNSPY has many exciting projects in the pipeline, and you can get actively involved in project(s) that you are passionate about and/or align with your own career objectives. You will gain exposure and experience while developing your skills and enhancing your CV. Numerous positions are available on the CNSPY leadership team that require diverse skills and interests, and have varying levels of responsibility. Available positions include Executive Board Member, Career Liaison and Project Manager. Please email us to learn about current opportunities and apply.

**Keep abreast of CNSPY events!**
There are always new developments, opportunities, events and programs at CNSPY. Stay tuned by signing-up on our website, or joining our LinkedIn and Facebook groups.
In this issue, CNSPY Project Manager, Yixiao Zou has compiled answers to the most frequently asked questions about careers in Management Consulting. Yixiao is a PhD student in the Yale Interdepartmental Neuroscience Program. In his free time, he enjoys outdoor activities, especially hiking. Yixiao interviewed Dr. Stephane Budel, Founding Partner at DeciBio and CNSPY career mentor, to bring you first-hand insights into management consulting. Dr. Stephane Budel has over 13 years of combined experience in life science business consulting, entrepreneurship and academic research. He specializes in life science research tools and diagnostics spaces, with a focus on the assessment of the business potential of novel and disruptive technologies. We thank him for taking the time to share his experiences with us.

What is management consulting?
Management consultants help clients make business decisions by collecting data and providing analytical insights into diverse aspects of business, including understanding consumer needs, responding to new regulations and entering new markets. For example, a bookstore may seek input on whether to develop its own line of electronic reading tablets, or a pharmaceutical company may seek help prioritizing drug candidates following the passage of the Affordable Health Care Act. Clients include large corporations, non-profit organizations and government agencies.

Why switch?
Management consulting provides opportunities to develop an understanding of the value of scientific results within the framework of business development, as well as the ability to influence others and accomplish more as a team. A role in management consulting can provide you with experience that will open up additional career options in the future, and provides good compensation. This career is a good fit for scientists who enjoy working on diverse projects in a fast-paced environment, the business aspects of science, and travel.

What positions can one hold in management consulting?
Most PhD graduates and postdocs are hired by management consulting firms at the associate level, generally equivalent to post-MBA hires. Associates work as part of a team under the guidance of a senior consultant. Successful associates take on more and more responsibilities, which include setting the analytical framework of cases, handling current client relationships and developing new client relationships.

Where will you work?
There are hundreds of management consulting firms in the United States alone. They have offices in almost every state and many firms have international offices located around the world. Firms that have hired Yale PhD graduates and postdocs in the recent past include McKinsey & Company, Boston Consulting Group, L.E.K., and Simon-Kucher & Partners.

How to make the transition?
While at Yale, you can prepare for a career in management consulting by joining the Yale Graduate Student Consulting Club, participating in Case Competitions, and connecting with Ph.D. graduates from Yale and other schools who have recently established their career in management consulting. In his note, YGCC Chair, Anit Raja Banerjee, gives an overview of how YGCC can help you achieve your goals. You can also apply to McKinsey & Co.’s Insight program or the Boston Consulting Group’s “Bridge to BCG,” which are short immersion programs that give you the opportunity to experience life as a management consultant.
Interview with Dr. Stephane Budel, Founding Partner at DeciBio

How did you become interested in consulting?
As a PhD student, I joined a vibrant, large and well-funded lab. These big labs tend to attract like-minded driven and independent people, who don't feel the need for daily interaction with their PI and prefer not to be micromanaged. I enjoyed working with the people in the lab during my rotation, but didn’t realize that part of that excitement came from their entrepreneurial aspirations. I got to know a few of them extremely well, and actually started my first company with two other grad students in the lab. This experience convinced me that there are many different opportunities to pursue intellectually stimulating activities outside of academia. Basic research was too slow paced for my taste, so I applied for a short summer internship at BCG (Boston Consulting Group) called “the bridge”. On day one of that program, I knew consulting was right for me.

Please describe your own career path to date.
After receiving my PhD degree from the Physiology Department at Yale in 2007, I joined the management consulting firm L.E.K. Consulting as a Life Science Specialist. At L.E.K., I developed my “80:20” skills of quickly getting to the 80% of the answer with only 20% of the effort. This is an area where many PhDs entering management consulting – including myself – struggle. In 2009, I saw a market opportunity in an industry I had become intimately familiar with throughout my academic and professional career. I left L.E.K. Consulting to found DeciBio, a market research and consulting firm that helps clients in research tools and diagnostics to access market opportunities. I noticed that there was little high quality, robust data available on these markets. I launched DeciBio to change that.

Could you tell us a little more about DeciBio?
Certainly. What’s unique about DeciBio is our combination of technical and business expertise. We have a deep technical and commercial understanding of the niche markets we cover. We are excited about technologies that we feel are going to be disruptive, and grow into significant commercial opportunities. I am talking about markets such as next generation sequencing, single cell genomics, digital pathology and companion diagnostics.

One of our core skills it the ability to understand the unmet needs of research and diagnostics labs and evaluate how new technologies and solutions can address them. We write off-the-shelf market reports, and conduct tailored consulting projects in this space. As a result, we are retained by startups with as few as 10 people to Fortune 500 companies. Most often, companies work with us to better understand whether to enter a specific space. So a key component of our work is to conduct interviews with key opinion leaders, such as clinical lab directors, biopharma VPs, or academic professors. From these interviews, we try to understand the current and future activities, trends and unmet needs people face. We also try to understand how much users would be willing to pay for improvements on current approaches. We typically conduct ~30 interviews, but it can range from 5 to 100. We supplement this primary research with public and proprietary secondary data to model out current and future market sizes and growth. We summarize our findings in PowerPoint presentations, which we present to our clients and then work with them to build consensus around the findings and implications. Our presentations are further supported by robust Excel financial models.

We’ve been up and running for four years, and I think we’re onto something. Business is good, and comes primarily from repeat customers and referrals. That’s a good sign.

How did your experience at L.E.K. Consulting help your work at DeciBio?
The nature of the work at DeciBio is similar to my work at L.E.K. Consulting. However, while L.E.K. Consulting focuses on multiple market sectors, at DeciBio, we primarily focus on market segments that total <100 billion dollars worldwide (annually). If you look at L.E.K. Consulting, their life sciences practice focuses on the entire 3 trillion dollar healthcare market in the US alone. And that’s just healthcare. They also work in other industrial sectors such as airlines, energy, media and entertainment, and consumer goods. So our strategy at DeciBio is to focus on our market, and to build strong expertise in it. We are the go-to-guy for next generation sequencing or single cell genomics expertise, for instance, and we have connections to the major players in the space we cover. Our path to success is through continued focus and specialization.

What was your typical day like at L.E.K. Consulting?
95% of the time, you are staffed on a case for a specific client. The typical case structure includes one Vice President (VP) / Partner, one manager, one consultant, one life science specialist and one or two associates. As a life science specialist, one of your key roles is to conduct interviews to generate quantitative information for financial modeling and to fill gaps that you can get from secondary (published) research. You also typically summarize this information in a PowerPoint presentation, so a good chunk of time is spent making insightful slides that communicate impactful and actionable answers to busy executives.

I would typically get to work at 9am and spend some time checking emails and reviewing comments from consultants and managers that wake up early to provide feedback for the work conducted to date. I would then review the work from the associate(s) on the team,
First, you need to demonstrate that you are really interested in management consulting and business versus viewing it as an alternative to an academic position. You will need a compelling answer to: “why leave bench science to come to consulting?” There are many ways to demonstrate interest in management consulting and business: join the consulting club at your university (many universities have an advanced degree consulting club and if they don’t, then start one!), take business classes at your university, participate in consulting firms’ introductory programs for PhDs (e.g., Bridge to BCG), participate in a business plan competition (ask people in the MBA program at your University for more information).

Second, learn how to nail a consulting case interview. In fact, nailing the case interview is really table stakes to receive an offer. It doesn’t mean get to the right answer; sometimes there is no single right answer. The thought process of how you break down a vague case into structured pieces and steadily accumulate insights is what is being evaluated. The experience of how you solve the case with your interviewer is critical. Ultimately, your interviewer is trying to decide if the two of you get stuck in the office at midnight and something in the financial model isn’t working, and there is a presentation to a Partner the next morning, can you work through the problem and both get some sleep that night? Is that the person I want on my team?

Third, you need to find a way to differentiate your application and demonstrate leadership and/or initiative. I did that through entrepreneurship. In this digital age, it may take less work than you think to start a business, or document your interest and expertise on a certain topic. Even something as simple as starting a blog (about something commercial that excites you) that generates ad revenues counts as a business, and establishes your “outside the box” desire to become a thought-leader or expert in a certain field. The experience will get you to think about the business world, and give you materials to talk about during your interview.

Fourth, try to get an inside contact at each of the firms you will apply to. Social media works well to identify these people. Just send a quick LinkedIn message to a consultant at company X, declaring your interest in their firm, and requesting a quick chat to pick their brain about their company and exciting trends in the market. Such contacts can help you in two different ways. One is that they can give you an insider’s perspective on something that is truly unique about their company. You can also ask them to tell you about a project that they recently completed. You can then recycle that material for a tailored cover letter. In addition, most people will agree to usher your application to the hiring manager. This can improve your odds if that consultant can be your champion.

Finally, one last thought: if you are committed to getting into consulting, I would recommend applying to 20+ firms. It’s competitive out there these days, especially in light of the current basic research funding environment.
A Note from the Yale Graduate Student Consulting Club

In his note to the readers of The Career Network Spyglass, Raja Banerjee, the chair of the Yale Graduate Student Consulting Club (YGCC) outlines the various opportunities that YGCC offers for paving the route to a career in consulting. Raja is currently a 6th year of PhD student in the Genetics Department at Yale University, having completed his undergraduate degree at Carthage College. He has been part of YGCC leadership since September of 2011, and was appointed Chair in June of 2013. CNSPY and YGCC are affiliated organizations and held a joint mixer in June 2013. We hope to strengthen our collaboration in the upcoming months.

Among the many stimulating and rewarding career paths open to Yalies with Advanced Degree backgrounds, Management Consulting most captures our attention. We wanted to share with you why we love management consulting, and how we can help you prepare for such a career.

Consulting is incredible because of the opportunity to tackle a wide array of fascinating problems at a fast pace. Problems vary by industry, but also by the type of problem. For example, you can focus on one type of problem, like strategy, across many industries or you can learn one industry, like heath-care, inside-out. You could even dabble around the whole spectrum of business challenges until you find your niche. Most exciting is that these projects can have dramatic impacts in timeframes of less than a year.

One truly enticing element of consulting is that, although it is extremely business-focused, business experience is not a pre-requisite for a consulting job. Consider the analytical skills and intellectual independence that our academic programs develop. These are powerful assets for top consulting firms. It is difficult to teach great problem-solving skills to someone with deep industry knowledge. It is easier to teach industry knowledge to someone with great problem-solving skills. Those problem-solving skills are precisely what we bring to the table.

We at the YGCC are here to help you along the way. If you’re just hearing about consulting for the first time, we’ll help you learn more about it. If you’re convinced it’s the right path for you, we’ll help you prepare. Ultimately, the YGCC will enable your success. Here is a sampling of what you can do through the YGCC:

◊ Learn more about consulting from our website and our weekly meetings
◊ Stay up-to-date with consulting-relevant events and activities through our email list and the YGCC calendar
◊ Prepare for a consulting career by
   ◊ Participating in events and activities such as weekly case practices, case competitions and much more
   ◊ Using the YGCC-developed content and external resources available on our website
◊ Get to know a community of people who share your aspirations and interest in non-academic jobs

Start by checking out our website at www.yale.edu/consulting. Then drop by on Tuesdays at 7pm at Mason 107, 9 Hillhouse Ave. We look forward to you joining us!

On Behalf of the YGCC,

A. Raja Banerjee
6th Year PhD Student
Genetic Dept., Yale Univ.
Chair - YGCC

Thank you for reading!
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